Contrast the vile thoughts spewing from the psychopathic mind of
"The Butcher of Sabra/Shatila" with the deep humanitarian sensitivity
of Norman Finkelstein, whose relatives were killed in the nazi Holocaust
[linked below]
. . . then the realization must remain forever in our hearts, that
there are both devils and angels in *every* ethnic group within all of
humankind. Being universally human, each of us can become either
a nazi devil or a saint, depending upon which calling we follow. JD
The following quotations from Ariel Sharon were published in the
Israeli daily newspaper DAVAR on Dec. 17, 1982.
ARIEL SHARON:
"We'll hear no more of that nonsense about the unique Jewish morality,
the moral lessons of the holocaust or about the Jews who were supposed
to have emerged from the gas chambers pure and virtuous. No more of
that. The destruction of Eyn Hilwe (and it's a pity we did not wipe out
that hornet's nest completely!), the healthy bombardment of Beirut and
that tiny massacre (can you call 500 Arabs a massacre?) in their camps
which we should have committed with our own delicate hands rather than
let the Phalangists do it, all these good deeds finally killed the bullshit talk
about a unique people and of being a light upon the nations. No more
uniqueness and no more sweetness and light. Good riddance."
ARIEL SHARON:
"Let me tell me [sic] what is the most important thing, the sweetest
fruit of the war in Lebanon: It is that now they don't just hate Israel.
Thanks to us, they now also hate all those Feinschmecker Jews in Paris,
London, New York, Frankfurt and Montreal, in all their holes. At last they
hate all these nice Yids, who say they are different from us, that they
are not Israeli thugs, that they are different Jews, clean and decent.
Just like the assimilated Jew in Vienna and Berlin begged the anti-Semite
not to confuse him with the screaming, stinking Ostjude, who had
smuggled himself into that cultural environment out of the dirty ghettos
of Ukraine and Poland. It won't help them, those clean Yids, just as it
did not help them in Vienna and Berlin. Let them shout that they
condemn Israel, that they are all right, that they did not want and don't
want to hurt a fly, that they always prefer being slaughtered to fighting,
that they have taken it upon themselves to teach the gentiles how to be
good Christians by always turning the other cheek. It won't do them any
good. Now they are getting it there because of us, and I am telling you,
it is a pleasure to watch."
NORMAN FINKELSTEIN:
"A handful of American Jews have hijacked the Nazi Holocaust to
blackmail Europe."
Humankind, be ever grateful for Holocaust Children like Norman Finkelstein!
JD
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TdKStHu0rZs

